Oman Section

Getting Closer to Industry

- Oman section is organizing the first industry-academia day, lots of activities to bring together industry, engineers, IEEE members, and educational institute to tackle and present perceived needs throughout novel methodologies, applications and case studies. The event will take place on 6th of October in the Military Technological Collage.
- We expect IEEE/R8 to show up and support Oman section in such local activities.
- We have established the Section Industry Ambassador in Oman section. In addition several events will take place for further involvement with industry.

Students and Young Professionals

- Establish students chapters in the educational institute and promote IEEE among students.
- Help the section to provide speakers/trainers/lecturers to organize seminar and workshops for students and YP. Oman section established Students Activities Officer and Young Processional Development Officer.
- There are several events planned for both categories, including social gathering & competitions event, seminars, and workshops.

Section Vitality

- The most important is to attract members via section activities. IEEE must think about adjusting the membership fees for the developing countries, this is one of the major issues. Members feel that they don’t see the benefits of becoming members or continuing the membership.
- Organizing more events locally, support students and encourage them to continue membership after graduation.

Miscellaneous / Recommendations / Feedback

- Oman section received 2015 Outstanding Section Membership Recruitment Performance.
- 2016 is the 10th Anniversary of establishment of Oman Section.